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Effects of External Flow near High-Cumnt H0110w Cathodes on Ion-Energy Distributions 
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Colorado State University 
Fort Collins, CO 80523 

AbSttYACt 

The effects of ambient pmssure and external flow introduced immediately downstream of hollow cathodes 
on ion currents with energies greater than that associated with the cathode-to-anode potential difference were 
investigated using an electrostatic energy analyxer. Either increasing the ambient pressure or adding external 
flowinducesmincrsure inthed~~~of~cumntswithmodartt~~~(< -300~35eV)anda 
decreaseinthedistributionforhighenergies(> -30to -3SeV). Aocrttcringrmdelofhighurergyionsin 
ambient plasma was developed to estimate the effects of neutral density for an MHD model. The results 
showed, however, that this model involves no mechanism by which a significant increase in ion current could 
occur at any energy. It was found, on the other hand, that the potential-hill model of energetic-ion production, 
which assumes the existence of a local maximum in plasma potential, could explain observed increases and 
decreases in moderate and high energy currents, respectively, through a chargecxchange mechanism. 

Introduction 

Steady improvement in space electric power 
genemtion technology have made high-power, high- 
thrust ion-propulsion systems, which rsquire high- 
current hollow cathodes, more viable. It was found, 
however, that severe sputter erosion on vatious 
electrodes snd structures located near hollow 
cathodes operating at high emission currents (a few 
tens of amperes) could limit the lifetime of an ion- 
propulsion system. * *2 Some experiments were. 
conducted to measure energy distributions of ions 
from highcumnt hollow cathcxk to ideatie causes 
of this erosion and they revealed ions with high 
energies emanated from highcurrent hollow 
cathodes.3~4~~ 

An experiment was conducted to measure 
erosion rate distributions on copper as a function of 
tith angle (the angle measurai from the cathode 
ceaterline toward a direction parallel to the orifice 
plate plane).6 In these experiments, it was shown 
that erosion rates were reduced dramatically over 
the entire mnge of zenith angles investigated by 
introducing additional expellant flow into the region 
immediiy downstream of the cathode orifice. 
This result was applied to the NSTAR (NASA Solar 
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Readiness) thruster design, which after 867 hours of 
a 2000-hour test showed severe erosion on the 
cathode orifice plate and the cathode hater which 
protruded downstream of the orifice plate plane.’ 
An enclosed keeper was installed, thereby increasing 
the neutral density around the cathode and inducing 
the beoeficial effect of additional flow as described 
in Ref. 6. Preliminary results suggest this change 
has mitigated the NSTAR thnu&r erosion problem.8 

In this paper, ion-energy distributions were 
probed using an ESA as ambient neutml density and 
external flow rate were changed. Effects of changes 
in neutral density downstream of high-current xenon 
hollow cathodes on the energy distributions of ions 
emitted from the cathodes are presented. 

Experimental Apparatm and Procedures 

The physical arraagem#rt of components used 
in this study and shown in Fig. 1 is ide&ical to that 
for previous studie&” except the sire of the cathode 
orifice. The 6.4-mm-diameter, orificul hollow 
cathode had an orifice with minimum and maximum 
diameters of 0.81 and 1.47 mm near its upstream 
and downstream ends, respectively. The cathode 
was surrounded by the 60-mm-innerdiameter-by- 
115mm-long, wateru~Jed, copper anode as shown 
in Fig. 1. The anode extended beyond the top end 
of cathode about 75 mm and had an - 35mm-wide 
slit on one side through which the cathode discharge 
could be observed. 
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XENON 
EXPELLANT FLOW 

Fig. 1 Experimental getup 

The cathode insert (a low-work-function 
electron emitter) was made of a rolled tantalum foil 
with a tantalum ribbon attached to enable electrical 
contact and hold the insert in place. The rolled foil 
was dipped in a solution containing barium 
carbonates (Chemical R-500) and inserted into the 
cathode tube. sintered tungsten inserts, which are 
generally used in flightqualified hollow athodes, 
were not investigated because previous teaear& had 
shown insert type did not affect ion-energy 
distributions significantIy.g A swaged tantalum 
heater was friction fitted to the cathode tube and 
tantalum foil heat shields were also used to reduce 
the radiation heat loss from it. The kscper electrode 
was cons&ucted from a 1.5mm-diameter tantalum 
wire that was bent into a 4.Omm-innerdiameter 
toroidal ring and positioned 1.0 mm downstream of 
the cathode orifice. In order to prevent transient 
discharges between the cathode plasma and facility 
ground, the hollow+zathode/anode assembly was 
floated. The cathode-to-ground potential difference 
was typically almost constant at 0 - 5 V during each 
teat. 

The electrostatic energy analyxer (ESA) used to 
measure coergy distributions of ions produced in 
hollowqathode discharges for these tests and those 
described in Refs. 5 and 10 was positioned 180 mm 
down&ream of the cathode orifice with its entrance- 
collimator axis aligned with the cotbode axis (i.e. 
looking at the cathode orifice). The unit had a 
2.0-mm-d-, active current-collection area at 
its entrance collimator. In order to sense an ion- 
current energy distribution, internal conditions were 
set to detect l&V kinetic energy ions in the ESA 
and the potential of the entire tit was swept with 
respect to facility ground potential. Uncertainties in 
these measurements are discussed in Ref. 11. 

In order to examine effects of the neutral 
density environment downstream of the cathode on 

the ioncnergy distributions, the ambient pressure, 
Pe was raised by throttling the flow through a gate 
valve located between the vacuum chamber and the 
cryopump in some tests. In other teats, extetnaliy 
supplied xenon was injected toward the orifice 
throughtubesarrangedasshowninFig.2while 
ambient pressure was held constant. 

w- ANODE 

Fig. 2 Setup for External-Expellant-Flow 
Experiment 

Xenon was supplied through the tubes rather than as 
increased orifice flow so the xenon atom density 
n-r but outside of the orifice would be changed but 
plasma properties and neutral densities inside the 
cathode and cathode orifice would not. The ends of 
the three, nickel tubes (0.51 mm i.d. by 0.81 mm 
o.d.) were -5 mm downstream of the orifice. The 
tubes were isolated from rdjacent equipment using 
ceramic tubes so they would float electrically and 
their influence on plasma properties in the region 
would be minimized. 

Neutral density profiles were measured along 
the cathode centerline at various ambient pressure 
and external flow conditions using a Shultz-Phelps 
ionization gauge with its glass casing patiially 
removed to expose its active elements. The gauge 
was calibrated in a room-temperature, xenon 
atmosphere using a McLeod (high-vacuum, 
mercury) manometer and an assumed temperature of 
300 K in the id& gas law. Akasuremcmts were 
a&e under no&ctricaldischarge conditions so that 
the discharge plasms would not affect the teedings. 

All the experiments were initiated by evacuating 
the vacuum chamber below 1.5 x 10B6 Torr 
(2.0 x 10” Pa) using the cryopump while the 
minimum ambient pressure achieved at xero xenon 
flow was of the order of lo-’ Torr (lo-’ Pa). 
When the neutral density profiles were obtained, the 
xenon flow rates through orifice and capillary tubes 
(niC and tir,, respectively) were set and the gate 
valve was adjusted to establish the desired ambient 
pressure, which was near 10” Torr (10m2 Pa). 
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The flow was stabilixed for 30 minutes before any 
data were recorded. 

Before ionutergy distributions were meauued, 
the cathode was heated up slowly and a small 
amountofxaionwasbledthroughthecathodeto 
flush out possible contaminants. The cathode 
discharge was initiated by applying a high voltage to 
the keeper and slowly incre&q the xaion flow rate 
through the orifice. After the keqer discharge had 
stabilixed at 0.5 A (JK) and -20 V (I+“), anode 
power was applied. A detailed description of start- 
upproceduissisgiveninRef. 11. Oncethe 
discharge was established, optrpting pammeters 
suchastheathodeandexternaIflowrates,keeper 
currext, aud dischaqe current (J,) were set. 
Discharge conditions such as discharge voltage, 
v,, were allowed to stabilize for at least 30 
minutes before ion-current data sensed by the ESA 
were collected. 

DarsityEfWSinpnMHDMOdd 

One of the models which have been proposed to 
explain the production of high-energy ions is an 
MHD model first podulated by L&am, et aL4 The 
MHD model would involve an abrupt plasma 
potential increase immediately downstream of the 
cathode orifice to an ambient plasma value that 
should be near anode potential. Hence, once the 
ions have passed through the orifice, in which 
densitychpnge effects should be insignificant, they 
experience only deceleration in an adverse electric 
field and collisions in the ambient plasma. 

The model used to predict the effects of neutral 
density on the scat&&g of higheoergy ions is 
illustrated in Fig. 3. In the model, ions with an 
energy & measured with respect to cathode potential 
areassumedtobecreatedatasourcelocatedneara 
cathode orifice. They expand spherically into a 

AMBIENT PLASMA 

PO:NT 
SOURCE 
OF IONS 

downstream ambient plasma that is at a uniform 
plasma potential, V,, as suggested in the figure. 
Some of these ions undergo collisions with neutral 
atoxusandarescat&edoffofinitialtrajectoriesthat 
wouldotherwisecarrythemtoadownstrePm 
Ur. Theioncurrentasso&Mwithone 
kineticenergyintheambisPrtplasmadecrePsesffom 
thatatalocationztothatat8notherlocationz+Az 
by the factor exp[-o+z] where u ad no are total 
collision cross-section 8d neutral density, 
respectivtly. In the kinetic ewrgy range of interest 
for hollow dxxle applkatios~~ (i.e. teas of eV) 
only elastic and charge+xchange collisions with 
neutrals are significant and it is, therefore, assumed 
that only these events induce significant s&Wing 
losses. In this scat&ing envi ronmait, the ion- 
current energy distributions &t(c)/& m using 
instruments with the same current-collection area 
and along the same path but at two different 
distances from the cathode, z, and z2, caa be related 
using the equation 

The second and third terms in the right hand side of 
the equation are associated with spherical expansion 
and collisions, respectively. 

In this work, Eq. (1) is applied twice to relate 
ion-current energy distributions at the same location 
under different neutral density profile conditions 
assuming that highenergy-ion production rates are 
independent of the downstream neutraI density 
environment. The resulting ion-curren t energy 
distributions dl,Q)/dc and cY~(s)/& both measured 
at a downstream location z2 for neutral density 
profiles ni and no”, respectively, can be related to 
the ion-current energy distribution at a location zI, 
which is very close to the cathode orifice. When no 
change is expected in ion production mechanisms, 
that is, in the ion-current energy distribution at the 
location zl, these terms along with the geometrical 
terms cancel out and the ratio of the equations 
becomes 

*2 * 

Fig. 3 Scattering Model of Ion Flux Loss due 
to Collisions down&ream of Hollow 
cathodes 

It should be emphasized that the left-hand side of 
Rq. (2) is determined from direct ion-current- 
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emrgydistribution memummnts and the right-hand 
sidewillbecomputedusingeithermeasumdor 
calculated neutral density profiles. 

ExperimmtalRgults 

Neutral Density Rotiiles 
In order to examine the effkts of various 

ambient prescwes and external flow rates and to 
incqnmate the predictions derived from the models, 
theneutraldatsityprofiles,no,weremeasumdat 
tluee differatt ambient pressures. The highest of 
thesewasmaint8inedast&exterualflowwasvaried 
fromxerointwostepsby&ottlingtheflowtothe 

cryopump~ l=he measuremmtswerempeated 
several times to obtain mean, axial density profiles. 

Figure 4 shows tbe effects of ambient pressure 
and external flow rate on the mean neutral density 
profiles mfXsUed. These data show that increpsing 
the ambieut pnssure with no external flow yields a 
uniform mcrease in the datsity profile (Fig. 4a). 
On the other hand, introduciing external flow while 
holding ambient pressmc fixed causes a less obvious 
increase in the density (Fig. 4b). It was found that 

NO ELECTRIC OISCHARGE 
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b. Effect of External Flow Rate 

Fig. 4 Neutral Density Profiles Measured on 
the Cathode Centerline 

the error ranges computed as magnitudes of standard 
deviations would be of the order of the line 
tbic&sses if they were drawn in the figures. 
Further details of errors are discussed in Ref. 11. 
When the keeper was replaced with a small needle- 
like starter electrode, the maen density profiles were 
foundtobesimilutothosemsrsuredwithakeeper. 

When ueutrnl &a&y profiles beyond this range 
OfmeasWmmtswerenaeded,theexperimentaldata 
wem extrapolated by fitting the maesumd profiles 
using &me iDdepeadaot terms: 1) orifice flow, 
2) ambiatt prwmue, and 3) external flow. On the 
basisofex~ruIults,these&?lsityterms 
were qr=n@d, @vdy, by 1) mcp1 
expmsioo From uL m off&t from the orifice, 
2) linear variation with ambiart v, and 
3) exponential decay with distance from a point 
5 mm downstream of the orifice. It is noted that 
gauge used for the measurem&s had large sctive 
componentsiLes(-1cmaloagauormaltothe 
cathode centerline) aud this is expected to result in 
poor spatial tusolution near the - l-mmdiiter 
cathode orifice. 

Ion-Current m Dibutions 
Tvoical D#a snd &&is Scheme 

Typical ion-current energy distribution data, 
which indicate the effect of changes in ambient 
pressure, are shown in Fig. 50. These data, which 
are ion currents sensed directly by the ESA divided 
by its energy resohttion,lo were analyzed using 
Eq. (2) to obtain data writable for comparison with 
scattering model predictions as shown in Fig. Sb. 
The analysis was accomplished by first selecting a 
reference distribution, [dl~~)/&],~ from among the 
4 ones. For the data of Fig. 5a, the one at 
the lowest ambient pressure (solid line) was picked. 
Then, wtmalixed ion-current energy values were 
computed as the ratios of corresponding distribution 
values at each ion energy, [dJ,(c)/dc]/[d/~c)Mc]cl,f. 
‘Ibe resulting curves plotted in Fig. 5b indicate the 
effect of the pressure change on the ion*urrent 
distribution. For example, the normalized 
distribution at 1.6 X 10” Torr (dashed line) is 
gr&erthanunityforeaergicslesstluin -40eV 
andlessthanunityfofenergiesgreaterthan 
-40 eV. This means that increasing the pressure 
above the refereuce state has induced an increase 
andadecrease in the ion currents 8t energies below 
and above -40 eV, respectively. Of course, the 
normalized plot associated with the reference 
distribution in Fig. 5b is a horizontal line with a 
magnitude of unity. 
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Fig. 5 Typical Ion-Current Energy Distribution 
Data 

Uncertainty and accuracy considerations limit 
the energy range over which normalizsd data can be 
presented. On the low side the eaergy limit 
corresponds to anode pote-ntial (- 16 V), which is 
considered to be close to ambient plasma poteutial. 
On the high side it is defined as the euergy at which 
the measured reference ion current has dropped to 
5% of its maximum value. 
Ambient Pressure Effects 

Figure 6a shows the meesumd effect of ambient 
pressure on the normalixed ion-current energy 
distribution. The reference profile is the lowest 
pressure one. It should be noted that the normalti 
distributions shown in Fig. 6a are slightly different 
from the ones shown in Fig. 5b since the 
distributions shown in Fig. 6a are the mean profiles 
from several different teats (see Ref. 11) while 
Fig. 5b shows typical data obtained in a particular 
test series. Increasing the ambient pressure causes 
smaller ion currents to flow at energies greater than 
-35 eV and greater ooes at energies below this 

value. Wheo the keeper was replaced by a starter 
electrode, similar results were obtained. 

The ctmespondig efhct of ambient pressure 
predicted using the scat&&g model (i.e. the right- 
hsuidside0fEq.(2)with2~ = -Ommaudt~= 
180mm,thedistaucebetweeathecathodeorifice 
and the ESA) are plotted iu Fig. 6b. It should be 
0otedthatthepredictkmsuedejYemktoIllycnIthe 
difkmnx in the neutral &u&y p&Its because 
ouly this diffeMa appears iu Eq. (2). The 
&g model reflects cmly the efikts of 
collisional losses 00 the iars aud it iucludes uo 
mechanism for ion producGou. The ion curreut 
distribution of Fig. 6b, therefore, shows a decrease 
overthemtireanergyr8u~asueutraldeasityis 
increased. Here, elastic collisioos am reprtsented 
by a hard-sphere model in which cross-sections are 
detemined directly from the atomic radius of xenon 
and are in-dent of nlative iou kiuetic energy 
while the cbarge-exchauge cross-section is only a 
weak fuuction of this e8kergy iu this nmge.12 The 
data in this figure, therefore, show a weak 
dependence on ion energy. 
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Fig. 6 Effect of Ambient Pressure on Ion- 
Current Energy Distributions 
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When the experimental results shown in Fig. 6a 
are compared with the predictions of Fig. 6b, one 
sees reasor&le agreement for energies above 
-45 ev while qreement is poor at energies below 
-45 eV. There are, however, collisional 
mechanisms not reflected in the sutkring model, 
which might explain this poor pgrament at low 
energies. First, there could be collisions with 
neutralswhichwouldcauseionstobescatmmdinto 
the acceptance angle of the ESA or change their 
energy with almost no change in direction. Another 
mechanism, which could cause increases in ion 
currents at lower ettergiax, would involve successive 
chargecxchange collisioos with 8 small energy loss; 
the first occwring b&ween high-energy ions and 
low-energy neutrals and the second between the 
resulting high+nergy neutral and a lowcnergy, 
ambient-plasma ion. Overall, this would regenerate 
a highzaergy ion. However, analysis shows these 
effects should be insignificant under the 
experimental conditions of Fig. 6. The first is small 
because the small ESA acceptance angle (8’)l” 
should prevent most of the collection of lower- 
energy ions created via scattering. The second is 
small because the ion density is too low in the 
ambient plast~ f= from the cathode orifice to 
regenerate a significant high-energy ion current via 
charge-exchange collisions. 
External Flow Rate Fffec&. 

The experimentally musured effects of external 
flow rate on nofmalizsd ion-current energy 
distributions are shown in Fig. 70. Again these are 
mean curves and their precision is discussed in 
Ref. 11. These data arc similar to those associated 
with ambient pressure change in that the 
normal&d distributions drop at the higher energies 
(> 30to35eV)and kreese at lower ones as the 
external flow rate and, bance, the neutral density is 
increased. However, the flow rnte changes induce 
both more consistent trards and greater changes in 
the magnitudes of the normalized ion currents than 
the changes in ambient presses 

Figure 7b shows the predicted effect of external 
flow obtained from the sca&ring model with zl = 
-Ommandz2 = 180 mm. Again, ambient 
pressure is taken as arbitrary since only the 
difference in neuttnl density appears in the model. 
Tbe plots of Fig. 7b show that scattering alone 
should cause the normalixed energy distribution of 
ion currsnts to decrease over the entire range of 
energies and depend only slightly on the ion energy 
as the flow is increased. It should also be noted that 
tbe drops in the nonnaked distributions are smaller 
than those predicted for the changes introduced in 
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Fig. 7 Effect of External Flow Rate on Ion- 
Current Energy Distributions 

ambient pressure because the changes in neutral 
density profiles introduced by the external flows 
were smaller. 

Recall that increases in ambient pressure 
resulted in increases in neutral density globally that 
caused reductions in the normalized ioncunent 
energy distribution at energies above -45 eV, 
which were in fairly good agreement with tbe 
predictions of tbe scattering model. Comparison of 
the data of Figs. 6 and 7 shows, however, that 
increasing tbe neutral density near the catbode by 
increasing the external flow rate does not yield such 
good agreement between predicted and measured 
normalized ion+urrent energy distributions in this 
energy range. Since density changes induce only 
scrrttering losses in any MHD-like model, which 
involves energetic ion creation inside the catbode or 
orifice, a different model is raptired to explain the 
measured effects of density changes. 

Neutral Da&y Effects in a Potential-Hill Mo&l 

The potential-hill model of energetic ion 
production was first postulated by Friedly and 
Wilbur.3 When the electrons are extracted into a 
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region of high neutral density, a potential hill can 
develop as a WnqWnce of extensive electron- 
impsctionixation. Astheprocessfirststartsandno 
significant net charge exists, electtons created inside 
thecathodesredrawnoutthroughtheorificeand 
gain kinetic atergies that ue sufficktt to ionixe 
neutml atoms outside the cathode. After such 
ionixation events, secomky electrons with low 
ulergiesreadilythcrmrliaandeecapethisregion 
becauseoftheirlowmass. Ontheotherhand,the 
more massive positive ions ttaveling at much lower 
speedste0dtoaccumuk thereby inducing electric 
fields and a potential hill like the one in Fig. 8. 
ThepoWial-hillheightcontinuestogrowuntilthe 
fields are sufficient to eject ions s&or trap the 
secondqelectronsandrsteadyststeisestablishui. 
The ions created in this potcatial hill will gain 
kinetic energies as they fsll through the electric 
fieldsthatdevelopbothups&amanddownstmamof 
the hill crest. It is posh&&d that the hill is located 
so close to the cathode orifice that it yields ions that 
sppear to expsnd sphericslly from a point source. 
The existence of such hills has also been postulated 
in spplications involving metal cathodes in vacuum 
a# and hollow-cathode-based plasma contactors 
operating in the electron emission mode. *’ In this 
latter application, a hump in the potential profile 
was mmsured at low electron emission currents (a 
few amperes). For the potential-hi11 model, neutral 
atoms introdWid downstrerm of the orifice can 
affect the flux of highukergy ions in competing 
ways; first, by scattkng the ions thereby reducing 
the flux snd second, by inducing increased ion 
production thereby increasing the flux. 

Anumeric.almodelbssedansphericall-D 
geometty was developed to eatimate the height of 
the potential hill. In the model, three groups of 
charged psrticlea were considered: 1) tnono- 
energetic, primary electrons c@cted through the 
hollow c&ho& orifice and expanding into a 
downstream plasma, 2) ions crested via ioaizptioo 
collisions between the primuy electrons and neutrsl 

POTENTIAL 

I HILL 

DliTANCE FROM ORIFICE 

Fig. 8 Potential-Hill Model 

atoms, and 3) low-energy electrons created via 
impact ionization snd trapped in the hill region. The 
loW-saeigyelsCtmnrUeaSWnl?dtobe 
chsracterizsd by a Maxwellian distribution. They 
canescapeonlywheathelrputialpressurebecomes 
sufficient to enable them to overcome electric field 
forcesattheedgeaofthehill. Theirdensityambe 
related to the ambient plasma density using the 
Boltxmann equation. In the model, it was also 
assumedthatthepotentialitlthehillregionwas 
unifkn fbr simplicity. Details of the model 
developmalt are described in Ref. 11. 

When calculations were nmde, it was found that 
8potenUhillbeightof -3OVwithrespecttothe 
cathode potential was roquiral to neutralize the ion 
charge built up at the potentisl hill with low*ergy, 
Maxwellian electrons trapped in the region. This 
height is consistent with the measured energies of 
the ions. However, changes in neutral density 
pamme@s had a negligible effect on peak potential. 
Also, it was argued that the model was deficient 
becsuse it predicts ions are crested only on the crest 
of the hill and will, therefore, all have the same 
energy (equal to the pesh-t-ode potential 
difference). These deficiencies csn be addressed, 
however, by introducing the effect of charge- 
exchange collisions behveen the high-energy ions 
created on the hill and adjacent neutrals. The 
effects should be significant because charge- 
exchangemeanfreepathsareexpectedtobeinthe 
order of millimeters near the oritice. These mean 
free paths are extremely small compared with 
lO-cm+rder values in the ambient plasma. 

The mechanisms involved can be understood by 
recognizing that ions created at the crest of potential 
hill undergo both acceleration and charge exchsnge 
as they fall through the potential gradient on the 
downs@eam side of the hill. The low-energy ions 
that result f&n this process gain kinetic energies 
onlyrstheyhlldown~rsatoftbepotentiolhill 
sotheyaredetectedwithumdemteenergies. 
IUCIWCf3iZlUUItidalSityiDducCillCruseSill 

chqpxCbage fate ad, therefore, in the currents 
of these lower+nergy ions. It is noted that this 
effect will not be observed in any MHD-lie model 
which does not involve the existence of a potentid 

hill because all low-eaergy ions created by the 
charge-exchange collisions in the vicinity of orifice 
would be drawn upstream into the cathode by the 
adverse electric field. 

When a model of this mechanism of moderate- 
energy ion production was used with measured 
density profiles, it showed that the effect of the 
scat&kg collisions that occur in the ambient plssms 
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dominate the charge+xchange effects that ozur on 
the downstnun of the potential hill. However, 
densities in the potential-hill region may be 
undere&innted beuuse they ue extmpolrtecl from 
dowastisemneutr8ldalsity -malts. In fiOCt, 
themmswedandcomputulresnltswouldbe 
brought into qreement if greater nsutrnl density 
changesnearthecathode8ndleeserones 
downsrrsrmofitwereusedinthenumericalmodel. 

Condrrpiolrs 

Energy distributions of ion currents messured 
downstrsrmofhigh -current hollow c&odes using 
an electroshtic energy analyzer reveal th8t either 
increasing the ambient pressme or adding extetnal 
flow immediately dowm&am of a high-t 
hollow cathode induces an increase in the 
distribution of ion currents with moderate energies 
(c < -30to -3SeV)andadecreaseinthe 
distribution for high energies (E > - 30 to 
-35 eV). There is no mechanism by which the ion 
current at any energy can be increased significantly 
by incrasing the downstmam neutral density in the 
MHD model of energetic-ion production in high- 
cumnt hollow cathodes. The potential-hill model of 
energetic-ion production does include a chiuge- 
exchange mechanism through which changes in 
neutral atom density could induce combined 
increases and decreases in moderate and high energy 
currents, respectively, through a chargecxchange 
mechanism. 
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